Week of September 14, 2020
Hello Third Grade Camp-Learn-A-Lotta Families!
I hope you all had a wonderful and restful weekend! Please find the enclosed
information about the upcoming week. It’s hard to believe how quickly time has gone
since we started school just over a month ago. I am truly blessed to be your child’s
teacher and look forward to watching the children learn and grow.
This week's Bible verse is "For God so loved the world that He gave His only son
that whoever believes in him will have eternal life..." John 3:16
The spelling words are: load, open, told, yellow, soak, shadow, foam, follow, glow,
sold, window, coach, almost, throat Review: cold, most Challenge
words: tomorrow, sailboats
Vocabulary Words:
foggy: filled with thick mist or low cloud
stretch: to spread out
crew: a group of people doing work
balancing: keeping steady
tide: the rise and fall of the sea
cling: to hold tightly to something
excitement: the feeling of being stirred up
disappears: passes from sight
Homework Reminder/clarification: Students should have their homework
written inside their planner each day - We are working on neatness & making sure
that everything is written inside the planner. Thank you for your patience.
Each night the students are to read a chapter book for 30 + minutes
There will be math homework inside the student's homework folder each night &
will be written inside the planner for the day.

Monday Write 9 spelling word story (words 1-9) the spelling word should
be underlined and correct capitalization & punctuation should be used
Tuesday: Write 9 spelling word sentences (words 10-18) the spelling word should
be underlined and correct capitalization & punctuation should be used
Wednesday: Write vocabulary word sentences with the vocabulary
word underlined and used correctly in the sentence. Correct capitalization and
punctuation should be used
Thursday: Study spelling and vocabulary words in preparation for the test on Friday.
Write the Bible verse 3 times with what it means to you and draw a picture to go with
it.
Dates to remember this week: 9/15 Math Test 2, 9/16: Chapel and music, 9/18:
Spelling, Vocab, language & reading comprehension tests, Social Studies Test 1
Students may wear their spirit shirt each Friday with jeans or shorts.
Essential Bag: Please send your child’s essential back in filled with extra water
bottles, a face covering and any extra food items. The items inside the essential back
will be used in the event that something gets forgotten. The items may be placed
inside a Ziploc bag.

I hope you all have a great week!
Lovingly Serving Him,
Mrs. Beall

